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AbstratWe study the following NP-hard graph augmentation problem: Given a weighted graph G anda onneted spanning subgraph H of G, �nd a minimum weight set of edges of G to be addedto H so that H beomes 2-edge-onneted. We provide a formulation of the problem as aset overing problem and we exhibit instanes in whih the Linear Programming Relaxationof our formulation always gives an integer solution. This yields instanes of the problem thatan be solved in polynomial time, and suggests an interesting appliation for solving eÆientlya survivability problem on ommuniation networks. Finally, we present a 2-approximationalgorithm for integer programs with onstraint set de�ned by graphi matries.





3.1. IntrodutionSeveral network design problems have been formulated as integer programming problems andin many ases mathematial programming tehniques revealed very e�etive to understand andto solve these problems. These tehniques had a leading role in designing eÆient approxima-tion algorithms for network problems but they were also ruial in enlightening the struturalproperties of these problems. In partiular, they help to understand where the hardness of aproblem lies by haraterizing those instanes whih are polynomial-time solvable.Here, we onsider the problem of strengthening the edge-onnetivity of an existing networkto ful�ll inreasing ommuniation reliability requirements. Suh a strengthening is realizedthrough the addition of a set of new links, in suh a way that the original degree of (eitheredge or node)-onnetivity of the network is inreased. Generally, these additional links must beseleted from a set of potential links, where eah potential link has a ertain ost, based on somestandard measure (e.g., the set-up ost). Therefore, besides from inreasing the onnetivitydegree, one wants also to minimize some objetive funtion of these link osts.From a theoretial point of view (and for the edge-onnetivity ase, whih is of interest forthis paper), this gives rise to a family of augmentation problems on graphs [1℄. Among them, oneof the most basi problems an be formulated as follows: Given an undireted, 2-edge-onnetedand real weighted graph G = (V; F ), and given a onneted spanning subgraph H = (V;E), �nda minimum-weight subset of F � E, say Aug2(G;H), suh that H 0 = (V;E [Aug2(G;H)) is2-edge-onneted.This problem is NP-hard [4℄, and most of the researh in the past foused on the design ofapproximation algorithms for solving it. To this respet, eÆient approximation algorithms areknown, with performane ratio 2 [4, 10℄. For the unweighted ase, improving the approximationratio below 2 has been a long standing open problem. Just reently, Nagamohi [12℄ developeda (1:875 + �)-approximation algorithm, for any onstant � > 0, afterwards improved to 3=2 byEven et al. [2℄. Analogous versions of augmentation problems for node-onnetivity and fordireted graphs have been widely studied, and we refer the interested reader to the followingomprehensive papers [3, 11℄.The problem of haraterizing polynomially solvable ases of the 2-edge-onnetivity augmen-tation problem has been also investigated. The polynomiality of the problem an be ahievedby giving additional onstraints on the struture of the pair (G;H). First, Eswaran and Tarjan[1℄ proved that Aug2(G;H) an be found in polynomial time if G is omplete and all edges inG have weight 1, i.e., all potential links between sites may be ativated at the same ost. Af-terwards, Watanabe and Nakamura extended this result to any desired edge-onnetivity value[15℄, and faster algorithms in this ase have been proposed in [5℄. From another perspetive,the struture of H an be equally relevant in order to have polynomial time algorithms. Forexample, Aug2(G;H) an be found in polynomial time if G is any weighted graph and H isa spanning tree of G whih an be rooted in a node r 2 V in suh a way that for every edgeuv 2 F �E, either u is an anestor of v, or v is an anestor of u in the rooted tree [6℄.In this paper we move one signi�ant step towards the haraterization of the intrinsi omplex-ity of the 2-edge-onnetivity augmentation problem. In partiular, we formulate the problem asa set overing problem on speial matries de�ned by the pair (G;H), and we provide suÆientonditions on (G;H) so that the linear programming relaxation of our formulation always givesan integer solution. The result has several onsequenes. First of all, it yields instanes of theproblem that an be solved eÆiently. As we will show in the paper, these partiular instaneshave not only theoretial but also pratial interest, sine they model a lassi survivability



4.problem in many-to-one ommuniation networks (i.e., networks where data ow from multiplesoures towards a single sink). Furthermore, it allows us to build a 2-approximation algorithmto solve integer linear programs on a speial lass of (0; 1)-matries, alled graphi matries.The paper is organized as follows: in Setion 2, we reall some basi results and de�nitionsfrom integer programming and graph theory. In Setion 3, 4 and 5, we desribe the formulationof the edge-onnetivity augmentation problem as a set overing problem, and we prove suÆientand easy-to-hek onditions that make it solvable in polynomial time. Then, in Setion 6, weexplain in detail how to transform the edge-onnetivity augmentation problem into a min-ostirulation problem in a direted graph and, as a onsequene, we provide an e�etive polynomialtime algorithm to solve the 2-edge-onnetivity augmentation problem in a large lass of graphs.After, in Setion 7 we show the pratial impat of our ahievement. Finally, the last setion isdevoted to the generalization of our result to integer programming with onstraint set de�nedby graphi matries.2. Basi de�nitionsLet A be a (0; 1)-matrix with n rows and m olumns and let w 2 Rm and b 2 Rn . An integerprogramming (IP) problem is the following:minwTxs:t: Ax � bx integral: (1)Being P = fx 2 Rm : Ax � b; x � 0g a polyhedron, an IP problem onsists in �nding anintegral vetor x� 2 P that minimizes the linear funtion wTx over the integral vetors of P.This problem is NP-hard, in general, but some instanes an be solved as linear programming(LP) problems, for all objetive funtions. For example, when the polyhedron P is integral,i.e., all of its extreme points have integer oordinates, the integrality onstraint in (1) an bereplaed by x � 0, and the optimum of (1) an be found by any polynomial time algorithmdeveloped for linear programming.A (0;�1)-matrix A is totally unimodular (TU, for short) if det(A0) = 0;�1 for every squaresubmatrix A0 of A. A lassial result of Ho�man a Kruskal [7℄ shows that fx 2 Rm : Ax � b; x �0g is an integral polyhedron for every integral vetor b if and only if A is a TU matrix.The ase when the elements of A; b and x in (1) are restrited to be 0 or 1, is usually known asthe set overing problem and it is one of the most studied IP problems sine many ombinatorialoptimization problems an be formulated in this form. The integrality of the set overingpolyhedron fx 2 Rm : Ax � 1; x � 0g is guaranteed by the weaker property of A of beingbalaned. A (0; 1)-matrix M is balaned if and only if it ontains no square submatrix of oddorder whose row and olumn sums are all 2. Sine the determinant of a square matrix of oddorder whose row and olumn sums are all 2 is �2, it follows that every TU matrix is balaned.This ontainment in general is known to be strit.We omplete the setion with some graph theory de�nitions. Let G = (V; F ) be an undi-reted graph with node set V and edge set F . G is said to be weighted if it is given a realfuntion w : F 7! R. Given two verties v0; vk 2 V , a (simple) v0vk-path in G is a sequenehv0; e1; v1; : : : ; ek; vki, where vi's are distint verties in V , and eah ei is an edge of F withendverties vi�1 and vi. A graph is onneted if every pair of verties is joined by a path. Agraph G is 2-edge-onneted if the removal of any edge from G leaves G onneted. Given a



5.node v 2 V , the star of v in G, denoted ÆG(v), is the set of edges fe1; e2; : : : ; ekg of F having vas endnode. We denote by degG(v) the ardinality of the star of v in G.If ~G = (V;A) is a direted graph (digraph, for short), then we denote by Æ+(v) (Æ�(v)) theset of ars in A leaving (entering, respetively) a node v 2 V . Given two verties v0; vk 2 V ,a v0vk-path in ~G is a sequene hv0; a1; v1; : : : ; ak; vki, where vi's are distint verties in V , andeah ai is either an ar vi�1vi or an ar vivi�1 of A. A v0vk-path in ~G is direted if every ar aialong the path is oriented from vi�1 to vi.3. Formulating the augmentation problemGiven an undireted, 2-edge-onneted and real weighted graph G = (V; F ), and given a on-neted spanning subgraphH = (V;E) ofG, �nding a 2-edge-onnetivity augmentation ofH withrespet to G means to selet a minimum weight set of edges in F �E, denoted as Aug2(G;H),suh that the graphH 0 = (V;E[Aug2(G;H)) is 2-edge-onneted. Notie that ifH is onneted,then, without loss of generality, we an assume that H is a tree. Indeed, eah 2-edge-onnetedomponent of H an be ontrated into a single vertex. This transforms the graph G into amultigraph G, and the graph H into a tree T , whose edges are the bridges of H. It is theneasy to see that �nding Aug2(G;H) is equivalent to �nding Aug2(G; T ). Based on that, we willrestrit ourselves to the problem of �nding 2-edge-onnetivity augmentation of trees. Further-more, sine edges in E \ F are not feasible for augmenting the edge-onnetivity of H, we willassume for the sake of simpliity that E \ F = ;.Let then be given a real weighted graphG = (V; F ) and a tree T = (V;E) de�ned over the samevertex set. Let E = fe1; : : : ; eng, and F = ff1; : : : ; fmg, with E \ F = ;. The graphi matrixassoiated with the pair (G;T ) is the (0; 1)-matrix M whose rows and olumns are indexed bythe edges in E and F , respetively, and whose elements are de�ned as follows:mij = 8<: 1 if ei belongs to the unique subpath of Tbetween the endnodes of fj ;0 otherwise. (2)We formulate the 2-edge-onnetivity augmentation problem as the following integer program:min�wTx :Mx � 1; x 2 f0; 1gm	 : (3)Indeed, if we let w to be the vetor of weights of the edges of G, it is easy to see that anoptimal vetor for (3) is the inidene vetor of a minimum weight subset F 0 � F suh thatT 0 = (V;E [ F 0) is 2-edge-onneted.The problem (3) is a set overing problem. This problem is NP-hard even if M is a graphimatrix, but if M is balaned, and hene, totally unimodular then all the basi feasible solutions(in the linear programming sense) of the onstrains system fMx � 1; x � 0g are integer-valuedand the problem beomes polynomial-time solvable.In the following we explore whih graphi matries are balaned and we show that balaned-ness and totally unimodularity oinide in the lass of graphi matries. Then we design aombinatorial polynomial algorithm to solve the onnetivity augmentation problem in the aseof balaned graphi matries and we provide some relevant appliations.



6.4. Network matriesA (0;�1)-matrix N is a network matrix (see Shrijver [14℄) if there exists a digraph ~D = (V; F )and a direted tree ~T = (V;E) on the same node set (with E \ F = ;) suh that the rowsof N are indexed by the edges of ~T and the olumns of N are indexed by the ars of ~D. Forfj = uv 2 F , the elements of N are de�ned as follows:nij = 8<: +1 if the unique uv-path in T ontains ei as a forward ar;�1 if the unique uv-path in T ontains ei as a bakward ar;0 if the unique uv-path in T does not ontain ei. (4)We summarize some known fats on TU and network matries and prove them in a ompre-hensive and elementary way (see Shrijver [14℄ and Nemhauser, Wolsey [13℄ for more details).Lemma 4.1. Let A be a (0;�1)-matrix having at most one +1 and one �1 in every olumn.Then A is TU.Proof. Assume not and let A0 be a minimal square submatrix of A that is not TU . Assume A0ontains a olumn with one nonzero entry: Then, by the ofator expansion formula, A0 ontainsa smaller matrix A00 where det(A0) = �det(A00) and the minimality of A0 is ontradited. So byour assumption, A0 ontains exatly two nonzero entries in eah olumn and they are +1 and�1. Therefore by adding all the rows the null vetor is obtained, showing that A0 is singular,and therefore det(A0) = 0, a ontradition.Let A~T be the node-ar inidene matrix of a direted tree ~T = (V;E) and let A ~D be thenode-ar inidene matrix of a direted graph ~D = (V; F ) on the same node set. Finally, let Nbe the network matrix assoiated with the pair ( ~D; ~T ). Let fi = uv be an ar of ~D, and let Nfibe the olumn of N indexed by fi. Sine Nfi is the inidene vetor of the uv-path in ~T withforward edges having + sign and bakward edges having � sign, then A~TNfi is a vetor indexedon V whose j-th omponent is de�ned as follows:(A~TNfi)j = 8<: +1 if j = u;�1 if j = v;0 otherwise. (5)This shows that A~TN = A ~D.The proof of Lemma 4.1 shows that both A~T and A ~D are not full rank matries. Let ~A~T and~A ~D arise from A~T and A ~D by deleting one row (orresponding to the same node). By using thefat that a spanning tree always has a node of degree 1, it is easy to prove that the olumns of ~A~Tare independent and therefore ~A~T is a square nonsingular matrix where rank(A~T ) = rank( ~A~T ).So the system A~TN = A ~D implies that N = ~A�1~T ~A ~D.Lemma 4.2. Let N be a network matrix. Then N is TU.Proof. Assume N is assoiated with the pair ~D = (V; F ); ~T = (V;E). Let N 0 be a submatrixobtained by removing olumns orresponding to F 0 � F and rows orresponding to E0 � E. Let~D0 be obtained from ~D by deleting the edges in F 0 and ~T 0 be obtained from ~T by ontratingthe edges in E0 (i.e., identifying their endnodes and removing the orresponding loops). It isimmediate to see that N 0 is the network matrix assoiated with the pair ~D0; ~T 0. So networkmatries are losed under taking submatries and therefore it suÆes to show that det(N 0) =



7.0;�1. By Lemma 4.1, both A~T and A ~D are TU. So det( ~A�1~T 0 ) = �1 sine ~A ~T 0 is nonsingular.Sine N 0 = ~A�1~T 0 ~A ~D0 , then det(N 0) = �det( ~A ~D0) = 0;�1.5. Graphi matries and network matriesIt follows from the de�nitions of graphi and network matries that a graphi matrix M asso-iated with an undireted graph G and a tree T is also a network matrix if and only if there isan orientation ~G of G and ~T of T suh that for eah ar uv of ~G the uv-path in ~T is a diretedpath from v to w (i.e. all the edges are forward edges). We all these orientations good.Note that if ( ~G, ~T ) is a good orientation of G, T , then also the orientations obtained from ~G,~T by reversing the diretions of all the ars of ~G and ~T are good. This shows that, in order to�nd a good orientation if one exists, one an orient an edge of G or T arbitrarily. Note now thatthe orientation of an edge e of T fores the orientation of all the edges of G that ontain e in thesubpath of T between their endnodes. Furthermore the orientation of an edge f of G fores theorientations of every edge of T that is ontained in the subpath of T between the endnodes off . It is immediate now to see that this rule provides a fast algorithm to �nd a good orientationof G;T if one exists.We now provide a haraterization of the graphi matries that are also network matries, i.e.,whih pairs (G, T ) admit a good orientation. A node v of T is a juntion if degT (v) � 3. Forany juntion v with ÆT (v) = fe1; e2; : : : ; ekg, let Gv be the graph whose node set ve1 ; ve2 ; : : : ; vekrepresents edges e1; e2; : : : ; ek and veivej 2 E(Gv) if and only if ei; ej belong to an xy-subpathidenti�ed by an edge f = xy of G.Theorem 5.1. A graphi matrix M assoiated with G and T is a network matrix if and onlyif for every juntion v of T , the graph Gv is bipartite.Proof. (Neessity) Assume Gv is not bipartite for some v 2 V : Then Gv ontains an oddhordless yle ve1 ; ve2 ; : : : ; vej . This shows that T ontains distint edges e1; e2; : : : ; ej , j odd,having v as endnodes and G ontains distint edges f1; f2; : : : ; fj suh that for 1 � i � j � 1,ei, ei+1 are onseutive edges of the subpath of T between the endnodes of fi and ej , e1 areonseutive edges of the subpath of T between the endnodes of fj. Let B be the square submatrixof M whose rows and olumns are indexed by e1; e2; : : : ; ej and f1; f2; : : : ; fj . Now B is a squarematrix of odd order j and by the above argument, B has two 1's per row and olumn. By theofator expansion formula, it is easy to see that det(B) = �2. So M is not TU and by Lemma4.2, M is not a network matrix.(SuÆieny) Let (G;T ) be a pair satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. he proof is byindution on the number of juntions of T .Assume �rst that T has only one juntion v, and let E1, E2 be a partition of the edges inÆT (v) orresponding to the bipartition of the nodes of Gv . Orient the edges in ÆT (v) so thatÆ�T (v) = E1, Æ+T (v) = E2. This orientation fores the orientation of all the edges of G and all theother edges of T in some subpath between endnodes of edges of G. Sine every suh subpathontains an edge of E1 and one edge of E2, the orientation thus obtained is good.So T ontains at least two juntions. Let V1; V2 be a partition of V so that only one edge e ofT is in ÆT (V1) and the subtrees T1, T2, obtained from T by ontrating V2; V1 into single nodesv2, v1 and removing loops, both ontain less juntions than T . Let G1, G2, obtained from Gby ontrating V2; V1 into single nodes v2, v1. Note that both pairs (G1; T1) and (G2; T2) satisfythe hypothesis of the theorem. So, by the indution hypothesis, both pairs (G1; T1) and (G2; T2)



8.admit good orientations and we an assume without loss of generality that e is oriented the sameway in T1 and T2. This fores that edges of G that are ommon to G1 and G2 to get the sameorientation. It is now immediate to ombine the two orientations to obtain a good orientationof (G;T ).From the proof of the neessity part and from Lemma 4.2 we an dedue the following:Corollary 5.2. Let M be a graphi matrix. Then M is balaned if and only if M is a networkmatrix.The results of this setion an also be generalized. In fat, the totally unimodularity of agraphi matrix A implies a more general result (by the Ho�mann-Kruskal theorem), namelythat the optimal solution of the following linear programminfwTx : Ax � b;  � x � 0g (6)is integral for any b and  integral vetors. So, depending on the values of b and , it is possibleto identify interesting network problems that an be solved in polynomial time when A satis�esonditions of Theorem 5.1. So, in the next setion we desribe in detail an algorithm that solvesthe problem (3), and in the �nal setion we provide two appliations.6. Augmentation as irulationWe now show that the set overing problem with onstraint matries that are network matriesan be solved by ow tehniques. Consider the linear programming relaxationminfwTx : Mx � 1; x � 0g (7)of the set overing problem and rewrite it in standard form by adding a vetor s of slak variables:minfwTx :Mx� Is = 1; x; s � 0g: (8)Now, suppose that M is a network matrix, assoiated with the pair (G;T ). Then by Lemma4.2 M is a TU matrix and by the Ho�man-Kruskal's theorem every basi feasible solution of theabove linear program is an integral vetor. So an optimal solution of the above LP solves theset overing problem.Furthermore if M is a network matrix, the pair (G;T ) admits a good orientation ( ~G; ~T ).Hene, M = ~A�1~T ~A ~G and we obtain the following equivalent linear program:minfwTx : ~A ~Gx� ~A~T s = ~A~T1; x; s � 0g: (9)Note that the matrix �A~T is the inidene matrix of the direted tree ~T 0 obtained from ~T byreversing the orientations of all its ars. By substituting the vetor s with s0 = s+ 1, the linearprogram (9) an be written as the min-ost irulation problem:minfwTx : ~A ~Gx+ ~A~T 0s0 = 0; x � 0; s0 � 1g; (10)and an integral optimal solution an be found by ow tehniques, see e.g. [13℄.The equivalene between the above set overing problem and the irulation problem an beseen diretly as follows. In the sequel, for any set S and vetor p 2 RjSj and for any U � S, weuse p(U) to abbreviate Pi2U pi. The equality onstraints of the above linear system are:



9.x(Æ+~G(v)) � x(Æ�~G(v)) + s0(Æ+~T 0(v))� s0(Æ�~T 0(v)) = 0 8v 2 V; (11)For edge ej of ~T , let Sj � V be suh that Æ+~T 0(Sj) = ej, where Æ+~T 0(Sj) = Sv2Sj Æ+~T 0(v). Ifx � 0; s0 � 1 is a vetor satisfying (11), thenx(Æ+~G(Sj))� x(Æ�~G(Sj)) + s0(Æ+~T 0(Sj))� s0(Æ�~T 0(Sj)) = 0:Sine s0(Æ+~T 0(Sj)) � 1 and Æ�~T 0(Sj) = ;, we have that x(Æ�~G(Sj)) � 1 and the onstraint of (7)assoiated with ej is satis�ed.On the other hand, assume that x is a solution of (7) and lets0ei = Xfj=uv ontains ei in its uv-path xfj :Then, it is straightforward to hek that if x is an augmenting set, then s0ei � 1, for eah ei 2 Eand x; s0 is a ow vetor in a good orientation of (G;T ).7. Pratial impatThe results of previous setions have some interesting pratial appliations.One arises in networks in whih the ommuniation ours in a many-to-one fashion. Inthese networks, we have a set of soure nodes whih transmit messages to a single destinationnode, named the sink. Messages are routed from the soures to the sink through a set ofintermediate nodes, whih serve as routers. As a lassi example of networks using a many-to-oneommuniation protool, we mention sensor networks, where data of interest (e.g., temperature,pollution index, et.) are gathered at di�erent loations (soures), and are transmitted to asingle destination point (sink), where they an be stored and analyzed.Given the inherent hierarhial struture, the typial topology of a many-to-one ommuni-ation network is a direted rooted tree, with the sink as the root, the soures as the leaves,the routers as the internal nodes, and all the ars oriented towards the root. In this tree, anar uv represent the ommuniation hannel between node u and v. Hene, depending on theboundary onditions, suh a link will a�ord a given amount of traÆ, named its load. In thesimplest situation, eah link handles an amount of traÆ whih is proportional to the numberof soure nodes using it as a bridge. Therefore, the ommuniation tree an be modelled as atree T (r) = (V;E) rooted at the soure node r, where with eah e 2 E is assoiated an integerb(e) representing the link load.Under normal working onditions, the tree links guarantee the data ow from the soures to thesink. However, networks usually undergo link failures, and therefore one might be interested ininreasing the network reliability by reating alternative paths from the leaves towards the root.This an be aomplished by adding new links to the tree. Given the underlying hierarhialstruture, we an assume that these links join related nodes in T (r), i.e., nodes whih belongto a given root-leaf path (this an be motivated, for instane, by onstraints over the terrainwhere the network is deployed). Eah of these additional links f is haraterized by two mainfeatures: (1) a weight w(f), whih summarizes the ost to route a message through that link,and (2) a link apaity, say (f), whih denotes the maximum amount of traÆ load that anbe routed through f . Let G = (V; F ) be the orresponding apaitated weighted graph.
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Figure 1: An edge uv in T (r) is removed, and messages are redireted through replaementedges. On the left, values in triangles denote the number of soures in the subtree, the valueon edge uv denote the load, while values on replaement edges denote apaities; on the right,values on tree edges denote the number of redireted messages.Then, in the depited senario, it makes sense to de�ne the following problem: Given theouple (G;T (r)), �nd a minimum-ost set of edges in G whose addition to T guarantees thatthe traÆ load b(e), previously arried on e, an be re-routed on the additional edges, for everye 2 E. Indeed, after the failure of any e = uv of T (r), an optimal solution for this problemallows us to maintain (with a minimum set-up ost) the traÆ between the leaves and the root,by means of the following simple hanges to the ommuniation protool: let f1; : : : ; fk be theset of additional edges assoiated with e (notie that (f1) + : : : (fk) � b(e)); then, olletin v all the messages sent from the leaves below v in T (r), and redistribute them among thereplaement edges (aording to their apaity) by letting the messages desend T (r) to reahthe starting nodes of f1; : : : ; fk, from where they will be routed above u (see Figure 1).From a linear programming point of view, the above problem an be formulated as follows:minfwTx : Ax � b;  � x � 0g (12)where w; b and  are de�ned as above, and A is the graphi matrix assoiated with G and T ,onsidering this latter as undireted. Sine T (r) is a tree and edges in G joins related nodes ofT (r), it is easy to see that for eah non-leaf node v 2 V; v 6= r, Gv is a forest (more preisely,it is a star plus possibly some isolated nodes). Thus, it is bipartite, and our result applies.Therefore, this problem is solvable in polynomial time.8. Further extensionsA further important appliation of Theorem 5.1 onerns the existene of a fator 2 approxima-tion algorithm for solving the following IP problem, alled graphi IP problem:minfwTx : Ax � b; x � 0; x integralg A graphi: (13)This problem is NP-hard (it is easy to see that the IP formulation of the general k-edge-onnetivity augmentation problem redues to a graphi IP problem). The algorithm startsfrom a pair (G;T ) whose weight vetor for edges of G is w and whose graphi matrix is A, and



11.onstruts a direted pair ( ~G0; ~T ) whose weight vetor for edges of G0 is ~w and whose graphi ma-trix A0 is also a network matrix. By Corollary 5.2, the linear program minf ~wTx : A0x � b; x � 0ghas an integer optimal solution x�, and the algorithm modi�es x� to obtain a feasible solutionof the original graphi IP problem whose weight is no more than twie the optimum.The algorithm reminds the proedure developed by Khuller and Thurimella [10℄ to obtain a2-approximation algorithm for the 2-edge-onnetivity augmentation problem and it works asfollows:2-APPROX ALGORITHM FOR GRAPHIC IP PROBLEMInput: A graphi matrix A assoiated with G = (V; F ) and T = (V;E) and a weight vetor wassoiated with the edges of G.1. Selet an arbitrary node r of V and root T at r. Orient all edges of T away from the root.Denote by ~T this orientation;2. Construt ~G0 as follows. For eah edge e = uv 2 F :2a. if the uv-path, or the vu-path, is direted in ~T , then add uv or vu (respetively) to~G0, by maintaining its weight;2b. otherwise let t be the least ommon anestor of u and v in T . Add ars tu and tv to~G0, and set ~w(tu) = ~w(tv) = w(uv).3. Clearly, ( ~G0; ~T ) is a good orientation and the graphi matrix A0 assoiated with ~G0 and ~Tis TU (by Corollary 5.2). Find an optimal solution x� of the linear program minf ~wTx :A0x � b; x � 0g.4. Construt a solution x̂� of (13) as follows:if x�e > 0 and e 2 F then x̂�e = x�e;if x�f > 0 and f 2 E(G0) n F , then there exists an edge e = uv 2 F suh that f = tuand f 0 = tv. Then set x̂�e = maxfx�f ; x�f 0g;otherwise x̂�e = 0.Output: A feasible solution x̂� of the graphi IP problem.The feasibility of the solution output by the algorithm is easy to hek. To prove that theapproximation fator is 2 we show that:Theorem 8.1. The solution x̂� output of the algorithm is less than twie the optimal solutionxOPT of the graphi IP problem.Proof. Let xOPT be an optimal solution of (13). Take the edges of G indexed by the nonzeroomponents of xOPT, say H, and onsider the ars of ~G0 \generated" by H using step 2b of thealgorithm. If tu and tv are the ars generated by e 2 H, then we set �xtu = �xtv = (xOPT)e. It isnot diÆult to see that �x satis�es the onstraint set A0�x � b; �x � 0, and it indues a solution ofweight less than or equal to 2w(xOPT).Hene, w(x̂�) � w(x�) � w(�x) � 2w(xOPT), as laimed.Results of similar avour an be found in [9℄, where a 2-approximation algorithm for the IPproblem (1) with bounded variables is provided over onstraints with no more than two variablesin eah onstraint (see [8℄ for a survey on the topi).
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